
 
 
 

 

 

Athens, 24/06/2022  

 

PRESS RELEASE 

HRADF: Submission of Expression of Interest by four (4) Interested Parties  

for the Sub-concession of the Right to construct, operate, manage, maintain and exploit the 

Megayacht Marina in Corfu 

 

The Hellenic Republic Asset Development Fund (HRADF), a member of the HCAP Group, 

announces that four (4) Interested Parties have submitted an Expression of Interest for the Sub-

concession of the Right to construct, operate, manage, maintain and exploit the Megayacht 

Marina in Corfu.  

Expressions of Interest were submitted by the following Interested Parties (in alphabetical 

order):  

1) Consortium between AVAX CONTRACTING TOURIST COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL BUILDING 

MATERIALS AND MACHINERY S.A. (distinctive title AVAX S.A.) and AKTOR CONCESSIONS 

S.A.  

 

2) D MARINAS HELLAS SINGLE MEMBER S.A.   

 

3) LAMDA MARINAS S.A. (distinctive title LAMDA MARINAS INVESTMENTS S.M.S.A.) 

 

4) TEKAL S.A.  

 

HRADF’s advisors will evaluate the aforementioned Expressions of Interest and submit their 

recommendation to the Fund’s Board of Directors regarding the candidates that qualify for the 

phase B of the tender (binding offers phase).  

The Corfu Megayacht Marina is located on the Εast coast of the island of Corfu, to the West of 
the existing commercial port, adjacent to the cruise terminal. The location of the Corfu 
Megayacht Marina is advantageous in many ways, since it is:  
 

• Located next to a city with many touristic attractions,   

• In the proximity of an international airport, within three (3) km, and  is located in a 
nautically highly interesting region – the Ionian coast.   



 
 
 

 

• A geographical bridge between the Greek and other Mediterranean destinations - 
interconnected with national and international ports and regions of great demand - 
including the Ionian, Greece, Montenegro, Croatia, Southern Italy, and the Middle East. 

 
 
 
 
Please refer to the Fund's website for more information and updates regarding the Hellenic Republic Asset 

Development Fund (HRADF). 

Information for the Press: Marilena Ralli, Τel +30 6948174086, Email press@hraf.gr & ralli@precisepr.gr 
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